S
cience is based on experimentation and data. Yet ironically the publishing of science has been largely based on faith, not study. The evidence based movement is transforming medicine, so why shouldn't the same thinking now transform publishing? At the BMJ Publishing Group we are taking a scientific approach to our own work, in pursuit of our vision of becoming an evidence based publisher. Evidence based publishing means studying the way we do things, objectively appraising our own practices in pursuit of better solutions, and following the same rigorous standards in our business that we demand from the science we publish.
The importance of evidence based publishing reaches beyond business practice. By getting a better understanding and trying to overcome the shortcomings of our own editorial work, we hope to present better science and thereby help to improve the work of doctors. To these ends the BMJ Publishing Group has established an evidence based research programme, BMJ Research. This programme enables us, whenever possible, to make policy decisions based on data, not faith. We aim to challenge traditional methods of publication and peer review and assess what evidence there is to support their use.
Peer review is vital to scientific publishing, at its best weeding out poor research, improving good research, and providing assurance to those who will use the science. But we also know that peer review is not a flawless system.
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At BMJ Research we have an ongoing programme to examine our own peer review practices, with research questions such as how effective is peer review, and how can it be made better; does training for reviewers improve their performance; should peer review be blinded; should peer review reports be publicly accessible; and can editors rely on reviews written by author suggested reviewers. [2] [3] [4] [5] Our research has a definite practical bent, and for our reviewers we have developed training materials and hands-on workshops. As well as research on peer review, we have investigated editorial decision making, 6 competing interests, 7 8 readers' and authors' perceptions of electronic publishing, 9 preferences for presenting scientific articles, 10 authors' perceptions of open access publishing, 11 how statistical expertise is used in medical research, 12 among other topics. Details of all our research are on the newly launched BMJ Research website (www.bmjresearch.com). We hope this website will become a forum to stimulate further research and collaboration that is relevant to editors, authors, peer reviewers, and publishers working across the biomedical sciences. In the meantime, we are grateful to all those who have so far been involved in BMJ Research-reviewers, authors, readers, and co-researchers-for giving their time to our work, and helping us to do things better.
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